Raziskovalni center Ekonomske fakultete organizira znanstveno - raziskovalni seminar, ki bo v sredo 17. septembra 2014, ob 12:00 uri v P-109 na Ekonomski fakulteti v Ljubljani.

Predstavljen bo članek:

“**Institutional development, non-market transaction costs and economic growth: evidence from a cross-country investigation**”

_avitaja:_ doc. dr. Mitja Kovač in asist. Rok Spruk, M.Sc., _Ekonomska fakulteta, Univerza v Ljubljani_

“This paper seeks to quantify the impact of non-market institutional transaction costs on cross-country economic performance. Our evidence from a cross-country panel data regression analysis reveals a persistent and robust negative effect of increasing transaction costs on the path of economic growth. The growth-enhancing effects of lower transaction costs are confirmed after controlling for possible sources of endogeneity and further demonstrated in a cross-country growth model calibration. Moreover, the results provide evidence that transaction cost might indeed be central to the study of structural growth mechanisms, suggest the importance of contractual relations and indicate their significant impact on cross-country economic performances over time”

Na brezplačni seminar se lahko prijavite v Službi za znanstveno raziskovalno delo, po telefonu (01) 58-92-490, ali po e-pošti research.seminars@ef.uni-lj.si, in sicer do torka, 16.9.2014

**Vljudno vabljeni!**